Zabava

Russian Blue Cattery

SALE CONTRACT
This agreement is for the sale of a pure bred Russian
Blue kitten from Zabava Russian Blue Cattery

1. Basic Information
1.1 Buyer’s Information
BUYER NAME
BUYER ADDRESS
BUYER PHONE
BUYER EMAIL		
1.2 Seller’s Information
SELLER NAME
SELLER ADDRESS
SELLER PHONE
SELLER EMAIL
1.3 Kitten’s Information
KITTEN NAME
KITTEN REGISTRATION #
KITTEN BIRTHDAY
KITTEN GENDER
KITTEN COLOUR
DAM
SIRE
1.4 Kitten’s Price and Class
CLASS

Pet *See addendum for class descriptions

PRICE
DEPOSIT

		

Paid on
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Russian Blue Cattery

SALE CONTRACT
This agreement is for the sale of a pure bred Russian
Blue kitten from Zabava Russian Blue Cattery

2. Health guarantees
2.1 The kitten is guaranteed to be in good health and free of
		 disease at the time of sale. Buyer has seven days to have
the kitten examined by a professional veterinarian. If a major health problem is discovered, a
letter from a certified veterinarian is required to make a claim. The kitten then may be returned
for a full refund or for another kitten of equivalent value at the seller’s discretion. Seller does not
bear responsibility for any veterinary bills or shipping costs.
2.2 The kitten is guaranteed to be free of FeLV (Feline Leukemia)
and FIV (Cat AIDS) at the time of sale. Buyer has seven days to have the kitten tested by a
professional veterinarian. If any of the two diseases are discovered, a letter from a certified
veterinarian is required to make a claim. The kitten then may be returned for a full refund or for
another kitten of equivalent value at the seller’s discretion. Seller does not bear responsibility for
any veterinary bills or shipping costs.
2.3 Seller does not bear responsibility for any minor health
			issues associated with travel and/or acclimatization of the kitten.
2.4
		
		

Seller does not bear responsibility for any damage, injury or
death of the kitten while the animal is in transit. All claims
must be addressed to the transport company.
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SALE CONTRACT
This agreement is for the sale of a pure bred Russian
Blue kitten from Zabava Russian Blue Cattery

3. Buyers obligations
3.1 The kitten must be spayed or neutered before the age of
		 six months. Buyer must provide appropriate documentation
to the seller. This animal is not to be used for breeding at any time. If the animal is bred
accidently or on purpose, the penalty will be $2000 payable immediately to the seller.
3.2 Buyer bears responsibility for any costs associated with
			the transportation of the kitten.
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SALE CONTRACT
This agreement is for the sale of a pure bred Russian
Blue kitten from Zabava Russian Blue Cattery

Addendum
PET CLASS This animal is a companion cat. The kitten must be spayed
		 or neutered before the age of six months. Buyer must provide
appropriate documentation. This animal is not to be used for breeding at any time. If the animal is
bred accidently or on purpose, the penalty will be $2000 payable immediately to the seller.
SHOW ALTER CLASS This animal is a show cat. Seller guarantees the kitten to be
		 compliant to all standards of the breed and free of genetic
defects at the time of sale. A testimony of eight show judges is required to make a claim. Contact
seller for an appropriate form. Seller does not bear responsibility for the future show career of
this cat as it depends on the circumstances in which the animal is kept in the new home. This
kitten must be spayed or neutered before the age of six months. Buyer must provide appropriate
documentation. This animal is not to be used for breeding at any time. If the animal is bred
accidently or on purpose, the penalty will be $2000 payable immediately to the seller.
BREEDER CLASS This animal is a breeding cat. Seller guarantees this cat will
		 be capable of reproduction. There are no money refunds.
The cat may be replaced with another under following circumstances. In case of a male: if he
fails to produce at least one live kitten following five breedings to at least two different proven
queens. In case of a female: if she fails to get pregnant following eight breedings to at least three
different proven males. Seller does not guarantee showability of this cat.
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This agreement is for the sale of a pure bred Russian
Blue kitten from Zabava Russian Blue Cattery

4. Signature and date
I have read the contract in full, I understand and agree to follow its terms:

BUYER’S SIGNATURE
DATE

SELLER’S SIGNATURE
DATE
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